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Re:

Crown Castle NG West LLC: 13 Small Cell Facilities

Dear Mayor Royse and Councilmembers:
This office represents Crown Castle Fiber LLC (“Crown Castle”) with regard to
the pending applications for the 13 wireless communications facility applications
(“Applications”). This letter presents an overview of Crown Castle’s legal rights under
both federal and state law and presents an analysis of those rights as they pertain to the
Project. Of the 13 Applications, this letter focuses on the eight new steel pole sites that
will be before the City Council at its next meeting on May 27, 2021 (H05m2, H07m2,
H08m2, H19m3, H20m3, H21m3, H28m3, H31m2) (“Steel Pole Nodes”). Crown Castle
reserves its rights to supplement this letter as the hearings on the Applications
progress.
1.

INTRODUCTION

These Applications come before the City Council in a unique manner. They are
part of a negotiated, contingent settlement agreement, approved by this City Council on
June 8, 2020, (“Settlement Agreement”). The Settlement Agreement seeks to resolve
the pending federal case, Crown Castle NG West LLC v. Town of Hillsborough
(Northern Dist., Cal., 3:18-cv-02473-JS) (“Pending Action”). The Pending Action
challenges the Town of Hillsborough’s (“Town”) March 26, 2018, denials of 16
applications for similar wireless communications facilities.
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As demonstrated in the Town of Hillsborough City Council Staff Report for May
20, 2021, Crown Castle, and one of its predecessor entities, Newpath Networks LLC,
have been attempting -- without success -- to deploy critical telecommunications
infrastructure in the Town for almost ten years. The obstacles have been manifold, from
vocal and mobilized opponents, who have made clear they seek nothing less than a
blanket ban on wireless telecommunications infrastructure in the Town, to a wholesale
denial of Crown Castle’s prior 16-node network, to exorbitant application fees, which
compelled the Federal Communication Commission to call out the Town as an example
of “outlier” conduct by municipalities. (See Fed. Commc’n Comm’n, FCC No. FCC 18133, WT Docket Nos. 17-79, 17-84, Declaratory Ruling and Third Report and Order p.
10, fn. 49 (Adopted Sept. 26, 2018; Issued Sept. 27, 2018) (hereinafter “Small Cell
Order”) [emphasis added], available at https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-facilitateswireless-infrastructure-deployment-5g.) Those exorbitant fees necessitated another
action against the Town, Crown Castle NG West v. Town of Hillsborough (San Mateo
County Superior Ct. Case no. 18CIV05650.) That case also remains pending.
Unfortunately, the Town’s actions over a course of years have given rise to its
reputation as a “no go” zone for wireless communications carriers. The result has been
protracted and costly litigation and a veritable telecommunications desert where service
levels are so marginal that in some cases basic telephone communication cannot be
conducted. As the world moves to exclusively wireless modes of communication, with
eventual dropping of traditional wireline services on the near horizon, municipalities like
Hillsborough will be left behind.
In the hearings to date, there has been much talk of the “prohibition of service”
standard of applicable federal law (47 USC §§ 253, 332) and what it means in this case.
Under the current interpretation of that provision, as interpreted by the FCC and
confirmed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the standard is articulated as the
“materially inhibit” standard, as noted in the Ninth Circuit case, City of Portland v. United
States, 969 F.3d 1020 (9th Cir. 2020) (“City of Portland”), the standard applies to “local
policies” that “materially inhibit” the ability of providers “to compete in a fair and
balanced legal and regulatory environment.” (See Small Cell Order ¶ 35 (quoting Cal.
Payphone Ass'n, 12 FCC Rcd. 14191, 14206 (1997).) This standard does not require a
“complete or insurmountable” barrier to service. Id. But it does require that a local rule
materially inhibit the ability to provide service based upon the “actual effects” “of a state
or local ordinance,” “not [ ] what effects the ordinance might possibly allow.” Under the
prior “effective prohibition” standard of Sprint Telephony PCS, L.P. v. Cty. of San Diego,
543 F.3d 571, 578 (9th Cir. 2008) (“Sprint Telephony”), an applicant was required to
provide not just a “mere possibility” of prohibition, but an “actual or effective prohibition.”
The record in this case is self-evident. The history of this case reveals manifest,
material obstacles to deployment of a viable telecommunications network. Even under
the prior and more rigorous “actual prohibition” standard, the Town’s 2018 denial of all
16 nodes of the prior network establishes an actual and effective prohibition of service
in the Town. Denials of the current applications, which have been presented in the
course of a court-supervised mediation, will do nothing more than perpetuate ongoing
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litigation against the Town and add yet another chapter to a hornbook case study of
violation of the prohibition of services standard.
2.

THE PROJECT

The Applications seek permits for 13 antenna “nodes,” either located entirely
within the public right-of-way (“ROW”) of the Town or on Town-owned property. The 13
nodes fall into three configurations: (a) new steel poles with integrated base; (b) utility
pole nodes; and (c) Town-owned property nodes. Each node integrates with the others
to provide a larger telecommunications network within the Town (“Project”). 12 nodes
feature a four-foot by 14.6-inch diameter amphenol antenna concealed within a canister.
One node (H30m1) features a two-foot antenna mounted to a cross-arm on a wood
utility pole. Depending on the facility, the antenna canister is mounted to the top of a
new steel pole, mounted to a wood utility replacement pole or mounted to the top of an
existing wood utility pole. Each node also features radio units (“RRUs”) which convert
light from fiber optic cables into radio frequencies (“RF”) which is then broadcast from
the antenna to provide signal to mobile users.
Each of the eight Steel Pole Nodes will include an octagonal-shape base at the
bottom. The integrated steel pole is 35 feet tall. The radome at the top portion is 7 feet
6 inches and 14.7 inches in diameter. The octagonal base is three feet wide,
approximately 15 inches on each side, and 48 inches tall. The volume of the base is
approximately 30 cubic feet. The octagonal base will house a 4449 radio (700 MHz)
and a 4455 radio (1900 MHz/2100 MHz) as well as two power supply units and an RF
disconnect box that allows the site to be de-energized when needed. The facility also
includes a separate ground-mounted PG&E meter pedestal.
The wood poles range in height depending on the height of the existing pole,
including the antenna units. Three sites (H02m3, H12m3 and H27m3) are located on
Town-owned parcels. Those poles top out at 55 feet (H02m3, H27m3) and 35 feet
(H12m3). Each configuration and site is based -- not just on achieving critical RF
coverage objectives -- but also incorporation of careful consideration of aesthetic values
and input from the Town for inclusion as conceptual designs in Exhibit A in the
Settlement Agreement.1 The thirteen WCF applications are as follows:

1

Contrary to some claims, the designs featured here and in Exhibit A to the Settlement Agreement were
not “pre-approved” by the Town, but were design and site concepts featured in a Settlement Agreement
approved by the City Council on June 8, 2020. The very fact that these designs are now before the City
Council in a fully discretionary hearing roundly refutes any claim that the Applications were somehow
already ratified.
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On
20,

Node
Designation

Location

Type

1

H05m2

50 FT south of intersection of
Laurent Road and Chateau Drive,
adjacent to 720 Chateau Drive
(ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

2

H07m2

Across from 2812 Easton Drive
Avenue (ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

3

H08m2

Across from 2400 Skyfarm Drive
(ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

4

H19m3

Adjacent to 1335 Hayne Road
(ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

5

H20m3

Adjacent to 1180 Marborough
Road (ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

6

H21m3

Across from 660 El Cerrito
Avenue (ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

7

H28m3

Between 1090 and 110 Hayne
Road (ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

8

H31m2

Adjacent to 3465 Ralston Avenue
(ROW)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

9

H30m1

Adjacent to 105 Bella Vista Drive
(ROW)

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

10

H32

Adjacent to 920 Chiltern Road
(ROW)

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

11

H02m3

Across from 400 El Arroyo Road
(Town Owned Property)

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

12

H12m3

Across from 510 Eucalyptus Ave.
(Town Owned Property)

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

13

H27m3

1650 Marlborough Road (Town
Owned Property)

New steel pole/polemounted equipment

2021, the City Council adopted Resolution No. 21, authorizing the City Council to
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conduct public hearings on the merits for the various Project applications on with the
following dates:


Thursday, May 27, 2021: 5:00 p.m. Hearing (Steel pole sites in ROW: H05m2,
H07m2, H08m2, H19m3, H20m3, H21m3, H28m3, H31m2)



Thursday, June 3, 2021: 5:00 p.m. Hearing (continue steel pole sites in ROW, if
needed)



Saturday, June 12, 2021: 9:00 a.m. Hearing (Wood pole sites in ROW: H30m1,
H32)



Thursday, June 17, 2021: 5:00 p.m. Hearing (Town Owned Property sites:
H02m3, H12m3, H27m3)



Saturday, June 19, 2021: 9:00 a.m. Hearing (Adopt resolutions of decision for all
sites)

Photo-simulations for the Steel Pole Nodes are included in Exhibit A to the
Settlement Agreement. One of those nodes is depicted here at Exhibit 1. Construction
drawings for each node are also included in Exhibit A. Construction drawings for one of
those nodes is depicted here at Exhibit 2. Crown Castle representatives and Town
staff discussed the Project’s locations and alternatives on several occasions since 2014.
The WCF’s location and design have been specifically chosen in accordance with the
Town’s municipal standards -- to the extent feasible -- to assure the Project is built to
the least intrusive means while assuring the Project’s feasibility. For a more extensive
discussion of the designs and locations, see Discussion, Infra, Part 3B (“Least Intrusive
Means”). Note that this Letter sometimes refers to the nodes as wireless
communications facilities (“WCFs”), the term used as the Town’s code.
3.

THE PROJECT’S PROCEDURAL HISTORY

In 2017, Crown Castle -- under its predecessor entity, Crown Castle NG West
LLC -- submitted the following applications to the Town to build 16 nodes in a
collaborated effort with Town staff:
Node
Designation

Permit No.

Location

Type

1

H01

ENC17‐0013

Adjacent to 1455 Marlborough
Road

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

2

H02m1

ENC17‐0014

Adjacent to 1230 San Raymundo
Road

Wood utility pole/groundmounted

3

H05m1

ENC17‐0026

Adjacent to 720 Chateau Drive

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment
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4

H07m1

ENC17‐0025

Adjacent to 2812 Easton Drive

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

5

H08m2

ENC17‐0021

Adjacent to 2400 Skyfarm Drive

New steel pole/ground‐
mounted

6

H12m3

ENC17‐0027

Adjacent to 510 Eucalyptus
Avenue

New steel pole/groundmounted

7

H19m2

ENC17‐0023

Adjacent to 1335 Hayne Road

New steel pole/groundmounted

8

H20m2

ENC17‐0025

Adjacent to 1204 Kenilworth
Road

Wood utility pole/groundmounted equipment

9

H21m1

ENC17‐0018

Adjacent to 620 El Cerrito
Avenue

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

10

H22m1

ENC17‐0019

Adjacent to 260 Woodridge Road

Wood utility pole/pole‐
mounted equipment

11

H27m2

ENC17‐0020

Adjacent to 1585 Black Mtn Road

Wood utility pole/pole‐
mounted equipment

12

H28m3

ENC17‐0015

Between 1090 & 1100 Hayne
Road

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

13

H29m2

ENC17‐0016

Adjacent to 2795 Churchill Drive

New steel pole/pole‐
mounted equipment

14

H30m1

ENC17‐0017

Adjacent to 105 Bella Vista Drive

Wood utility pole/pole‐
mounted equipment

15

H31m2

ENC17‐0013

Adjacent to 3465 Ralston Avenue

New steel pole/ground‐
mounted equipment

16

H32

ENC17‐0028

Adjacent to 920 Chiltern Road

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

On December 20, 2017, the City Manager delivered a surprise, blanket denial of
all initial 16 nodes. The Denial represented a 180-degree pivot from the City Manager’s
earlier official position, embodied in the City Manager’s October 31, 2017, notice to the
community that she would approve each of the 16 nodes pursuant to the process
codified in the Hillsborough Municipal Code (“Notice of Approval”). The City Manager
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based the Notices of Approval on such considerations as compatibility with the Town’s
code and General Plan.
The City Manager based its denial, in large part, on the 160-page transcript of a
December 7, 2017, “town hall” style meeting at which a contingent of vocal Town
residents expressed strident opposition to the Project -- revealing to Town staff and
decision-makers a level of intense antagonism to the Project and to Crown Castle.
Crown Castle subsequently timely appealed the City Manager’s denial of 16node project to the City Council on January 3, 2018. The Town scheduled the hearing
on the Appeal on March 12, 2018. When the City Council closed the public hearing for
deliberations, the City Council members supported the Project opponents and the City
Manager’s Denial. The City Council then directed staff to write up a resolution of denial
resolution consisted of a series of written findings. The administrative record of the
2018 proceedings is incorporated herein by this reference.
On April 25, 2018, Crown Castle filed the Pending Action against the Town and
City Council in the United States District Court, Northern District of California, San
Francisco Division. In June 2020, after an exhaustive, court-supervised mediation, the
parties reached a contingent settlement (the Settlement Agreement, as defined above)
whereby Crown Castle would submit the current Project applications in accordance with
the Town’s applicable wireless municipal code procedures adopted in 2019. The
Project before the City Council therefore is the project embedded in that Settlement
Agreement. Notably, the Settlement Agreement provides that, if the Project is denied,
Crown Castle may either elect to resume the Pending Action or may commence a new
action to challenge the denials. (Settlement Agreement, § 4.2.) If the Project is only
partially approved, Crown Castle may elect either to accept the partial approval, resume
the Pending Action, or commence a new action in a court of competent jurisdiction. (Id.,
§ 4.3.)
4.

THE PROJECT PROVIDES CRITICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY.

Crown Castle’s networks are not intended to merely enhance specialized data
needs such as streaming video and online gaming. The Project’s principle goal is to
provide critical voice telecommunications and broadband services to residents in their
automobiles and homes, visitors and other mobile users in the Town. Networks like this
are replacing traditional wireline telephone service, and soon may constitute the only
form of telephonic infrastructure.2 Without a reliable wireless telecommunications
network, the Town could be left without adequate telephone service -- including 911
service. The Project is critical for the following reasons, among others:

2

See, e.g., http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-att-landline-end-illinois-0706-biz-20170705story.html.
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5.

(a)

The world is going wireless. In a recent international study, the United
States dropped to 27th in the world in wireless broadband penetration,
well behind South Korea, Japan, the Netherlands and France.3

(b)

Over 60 percent of American homes are now wireless only.4 That trend
will continue until the entire Nation conducts its telecommunications
exclusively through wireless networks.

(c)

More and more civic leaders and emergency response personnel cite lack
of a robust wireless network as a growing public safety risk. The number
of 911 calls placed by people using wireless phones has significantly
increased in recent years. It is estimated that more than 80 percent of 911
calls are placed from wireless phones, and that percentage is growing.5

(d)

Data demand from new smartphones and tablets is leading to a critical
deficit in spectrum, requiring more wireless antennas and infrastructure.
Between 2010 and 2019, wireless data traffic in the United States
expanded from 388 billion megabytes to 37.06 trillion megabytes.6
Global mobile data traffic is expected to reach a seven-fold increase by
2021.7

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL

Projects like this are critical to establishing a seamless natural and statewide
network. As such, the Project arises in the context of a unique confluence of federal
state and local law. The federal and state statutory regimes are intended to foster rapid
deployment of a seamless network on a nationwide and statewide basis. Those laws
therefore supersede and impose restrictions on local land use
A.

Telecommunications Act of 1996

The City Council’s deliberations on the Project are governed by the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of U.S.C., Tabs 15, 18, 47) (“Telecom Act”). When
enacting the Telecom Act, Congress expressed its intent to “promote competition and
reduce regulation in order to secure lower prices and higher quality services for
American telecommunications consumers and encourage the rapid deployment of new

3

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2020-global-digitaloverview?utm_source=Reports&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Digital_2020&utm_content=Dual_R
eport_Promo_Slide
4 Wireless Substitution: Early Release of Estimates From the National Health Interview Survey, JanuaryJune 2020; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
National Center for Health Statistics (2020);
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhis/earlyrelease/wireless202102-508.pdf
5 Federal Communications Commission (2012) http://www.fcc.gov/guides/wireless-911-services.
6 https://www.statista.com/statistics/800956/mobile-wireless-data-traffic-in-the-united-states
7 http://digitalconqurer.com/news/cisco-mobile-visual-networking-index-vni-forecasts-seven-fold-increaseglobal-mobile-data-traffic-2016-21/
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telecommunications technologies.” (110 Stat. at 56; see also T-Mobile Central, LLC v.
Unified Government of Wyandotte, 528 F.Supp.2d 1128, 1146-47 (D. Kan. 2007).
The Telecom Act reduces impediments imposed but local governments upon the
installation of wireless communications facilities, such as antenna facilities. (47 U.S.C.
§ 332(c)(7)(A).) Section 332(c)(7)(B) provides the limitations on the general authority
reserved to state and local governments. Those limitations are set forth as follows:
(1)

State and local governments may not unreasonably discriminate among
providers of functionally equivalent services (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(i)(I)).

(2)

State and local governments may not regulate the placement, construction
or modification of wireless service facilities in a manner that prohibits, or
has the effect of prohibiting, the provision of personal wireless services
(better known as the “effective prohibition clause”) (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(i)(II)).

(3)

State and local governments must act on requests for authorization to
construct or modify wireless service facilities within a reasonable period of
time (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(ii)).

(4)

Any decision by a state or local government to deny a request for
construction or modification of personal wireless service facilities must be
in writing and supported by substantial evidence contained in a written
record (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(iii)).

(5)

Finally, no state or local government or instrumentality thereof may
regulate the placement, construction or modification of personal wireless
service facilities on the basis of the perceived environmental effects of
radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with
FCC regulations concerning such emissions (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(iv)).

Section 253(a) of the Telecom Act states: “No State or local statute or regulation, or
other State or local legal requirement, may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the
ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.”
Section 253(a) applies to preempt local ordinances and regulations that prohibit or have
the effect of prohibiting the provision of wireless telecommunications services. (Sprint
Telephony PCS, L.P. v. County of San Diego (9th Cir. 2008) 543 F.3d 571, 578.)
B.

Shot Clock Rule

In 2009, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) issued the “Shot
Clock Order” to provide a specific timeline for what constitutes a “reasonable period of
time” to act on a wireless telecommunications permit application under section
332(c)(7)(B)(ii) of the Telecom Act. (Petition for Declaratory Ruling (“Shot Clock Rule”),
24 F.C.C. Rcd. 13994 (2009) (“Shot Clock Rule”.) It did so in light of significant delays
caused by local governments in issuing permits for telecommunications facilities:
Personal wireless service providers have often faced lengthy
and unreasonable delays in the consideration of their facility
siting applications, and [ ] the persistence of such delays is
2464.112 / 9320022.4
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impeding the deployment of advanced and emergency
services.
(Id. at 14004-14005; see also id. at 14006 [“[t]his record evidence demonstrates that
unreasonable delays in the personal wireless service facility siting applications process
have obstructed the provision of wireless services.”].) Under the Shot Clock Rule,
therefore, a municipality’s failure to allow the construction of a new wireless service
facility within 150 days of submission of the application (or 90 days for a collocation site)
is presumptively unreasonable and constitutes a “failure to act” that triggers the right to
seek judicial relief (“Shot Clock”).
C.

FCC Small Cell Order

In 2018, the FCC, the federal agency charged with interpreting and enforcing the
Telecom Act, issued the Small Cell Order, which clarified the contours of the Telecom
Act’s restrictions on local governments in relation to wireless telecommunications
facilities, including those in the ROW. The FCC noted that telecommunication interests
are not just local and state issues, but have a national and international concern. (Small
Cell Order, ¶ 42.) The Small Cell Order clarifies the Telecom Act’s limitations on the
Town’s ability to deny a wireless telecommunications facility application. The Small Cell
Order establishes the following principles, among others:
(1)

The FCC adopted the “materially inhibit standard” articulated by the FCC’s
California Payphone decision as an appropriate standard for determining
whether a state or local law operates as a prohibition or effective
prohibition within the meaning of section 253, subdivision (a) and section
332. (Small Cell Order, ¶ 35.)

(2)

State and local fees and other charges associated with the deployment of
wireless infrastructure can result in an unlawful prohibition of service as
they can materially inhibit deployment of networks. At the same time,
courts have articulated various approaches to determining the types of
fees that run afoul of sections 253 and 332 to the Telecom Act. (Id., ¶ 32.)

(3)

The FCC shortened the applicable Shot Clock timeframes, determining
that sections 253 and 332 of the Telecom Act allow only 60 days for
reviewing and issuing a decision on an application for a small wireless
facility collocation on an existing structure and 90 days for the review of an
application for attachment of a small wireless facility using a new
structure. (Id., ¶ ¶ 13, 105.)

(4)

The FCC further clarified that failing to issue a decision during that time
period is not simply a “failure to act” within the meaning of applicable law;
it also constitutes a presumptive prohibition. As the FCC observed, “[w]e
would thus expect any locality that misses the deadline to issue any
necessary permits or authorizations without further delay. We also
anticipate that a provider would have a strong case for quickly obtaining
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an injunction from a court that compels the issuance of all permits in these
types of cases.” (Ibid.)
The FCC’s interpretation in the Small Cell Order reaffirmed the ruling In the
Matter of California Payphone (12 FCC Rcd 14191) (“California Payphone”) that a state
or local regulation constitutes an effective prohibition of service if it “materially limits or
inhibits the ability of any competitor or potential competitor to compete in a fair and a
balanced legal and regulatory environment.” (Small Cell Order, ¶ 35.) Under this
regulation, a municipal policy can materially inhibit the provision of service even if it
does not present an insurmountable barrier or complete prohibition of service. (Id., ¶¶
35 and 41.) The FCC’s declaratory ruling applies with equal measure to the effective
prohibition standard that appears in section 253(a) and 332(c)(7). (Id., ¶ 36.) The
provisions apply to both telecommunication services (including small wireless facilities)
as well as commingled services and facilities. (Ibid.)
An effective prohibition of service occurs where a state or local legal requirement
materially inhibits a provider’s ability to engage in any of a variety of activities related to
its provision of a covered service. (Id., ¶ 37.) This test is met either when filling a
coverage gap and when densifying a wireless network, introducing new services or
otherwise improving service capabilities. (Ibid.) Thus, an effective prohibition of
service can arise where the local legal requirement materially inhibits additional
services or improving existing services. (Ibid.) To limit the effective of section
253(a) and 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) to merely protecting coverage gaps ignores Congress’s
goals to promote competition and securing higher quality services and encouraging
rapid deployment of new telecommunications technologies. (Id., ¶ 38.) Indeed the vast
majority of new wireless builds are designed to add network capacity and take
advantage of new technologies, rather than plug gaps in network coverage. (Id., ¶ 40.)
The Project seeks to accomplish both plugging a coverage gap and increasing network
capacity for Town residents.
A state or local legal requirement can also function as an effective prohibition of
service either because of the resulting financial burden or the resulting competitive
disparity caused. As such, a local legal requirement can be an effective prohibition of
service whereby it gives advantage to particular services or facilities an advantage over
others with discriminatory effect, even if the barrier is not express. (Id., ¶ 39.)
Recently, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the Small Cell Order’s restrictions on state
and local governmental entity’s ability to deny deployment of small cell wireless
telecommunication facilities within the ROW. (See, City of Portland, supra, 969 F.3d at
p. 1020. City of Portland affirmed all aspects of the 2018 Small Cell Order save for
those portions related to the aesthetic regulation “no more burdensome” standard and
the objectivity standards. (Id., at pp. 1041-1042.) Still, the Town’s review of the
Project’s aesthetic principles must be “reasonable,” that is, “technically feasible and
reasonably directed” at remedying aesthetic harms. Anything else is preempted as
prohibitory. (Ibid.; Small Cell Order, ¶ 86, emphasis added.)
The Small Cell Order also applied its ruling on section 253 and 332 to state and
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local government terms for access to public ROW, including city owned or controlled
property. (See, Small Cell Order, ¶ 92.) That is because the ROW, and manner in
which the municipalities exercise control over it, serve a public purpose. (City of
Portland, supra, 969 F.3d at p. 1045.) The ROW is meant to be regulated in the public
interest, not only a local government’s financial interests. (Ibid.) Cities thus manage
access to the ROW in a regulatory capacity, not in a private party capacity. (Ibid. citing
Olympic Pipe Line Co. V. City of Seattle (9th Cir. 2006) 437 F.3d 872, 881. This
includes the use of, or attachment to, government-owned property within the ROW,
including adding new poles, attaching to existing poles and or replacing light poles,
traffic poles, utility poles, and similar property for hosting small wireless communication
facilities, is of a national concern. (Small Cell Order, ¶ 92.) As such, the Town cannot
unreasonably deny the Project based on reasons which run afoul of section 253 and
332 of the Telecom Act, the Small Cell Order, or other applicable federal law.
D.

Public Utilities Code Section 7901 and 7901.1

Crown Castle is a “competitive local exchange carrier” (“CLEC”). CLECs qualify
as a “public utility” and therefore have a special status under state law. By virtue of the
CPUC’s issuances of a “certificate of public convenience and necessity” (“CPCN”),
CLECs have authority under state law to “erect poles, posts, piers, and abutments” in
the ROW subject only to local municipal control over the “time, place and manner” of
access to the ROW. (Pub. Util. Code, §§ 1001, 7901; 7901.1; see Williams
Communication v. City of Riverside (2003) 114 Cal.App.4th 642, 648 [upon obtaining a
CPCN, a telephone corporation has “the right to use the public highways to install [its]
facilities.”].)
The CPUC has issued Crown Castle a CPCN authorizing Crown Castle to
construct the Project pursuant to its regulatory status under state law. Crown Castle’s
special regulatory status as a CLEC gives rise to a vested right under Public Utilities
Code section 7901 to use the ROW in the Town to “construct … telephone lines along
and upon any public road or highway, along or across any of the waters or lands within
this State” and to “erect poles, posts, piers, or abutments for supporting the insulators,
wires, and other necessary fixtures of their lines, in such manner and at such points as
not to incommode the public use of the road or highway[.]” (Pub. Util. Code, § 7901.)
The nature of the vested right was described by one court as follows:
… “[I]t has been uniformly held that [section 7901] is a
continuing offer extended to telephone and telegraph
companies to use the highways, which offer when accepted
by the construction and maintenance of lines constitutes a
binding contract based on adequate consideration, and that
the vested right established thereby cannot be impaired by
subsequent acts of the Legislature. [Citations.]” … Thus,
telephone companies have the right to use the public
highways to install their facilities.
(Williams Communications v. City of Riverside, supra, 114 Cal.App.4th at p. 648
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quoting County of L. A. v. Southern Cal. Tel. Co. (1948) 32 Cal.2d 378, 384 [196 P.2d
773].)
Public Utility Code section 7901.1 -- a sister statute to section 7901 -- grants
local municipalities the limited “right to exercise reasonable control as to the time, place,
and manner in which roads, highways, and waterways are accessed[,].” Nevertheless,
such controls cannot have the effect of foreclosing use of the ROW or otherwise prevent
the company from exercising its right under state law to “erect poles” in the ROW. That
is because “the construction and maintenance of telephone lines in the streets and
other public places within the Town is today a matter of state concern and not a
municipal affair.” (Williams Communication v. City of Riverside, supra, 114 Cal.App.4th
at p. 653.) Moreover, section 7901.1 specifies that such controls, “to be reasonable,
shall, at a minimum, be applied to all entities in an equivalent manner.” (Ibid., emphasis
added.)
Based on Crown Castle’s status as a CLEC, and its concomitant rights to the
ROW, the Project is designed as part of an ROW telecommunications system.8 With
respect to the siting and configuration of the Project, the rights afforded under Public
Utilities Code section 7901 and 7901.1 apply. Crown Castle reserves its rights under
section 7901 and 7901.1, including, but not limited to, its right to challenge any approval
process, that impedes or infringes on Crown Castle’s rights as a CLEC.
E.

Government Code Section 65964.1

Recently, the California Legislature echoed the courts’ oft-repeated declaration
that “the construction and maintenance of telephone lines in the streets and other public
places within the Town is today a matter of state concern and not a municipal affair.”
(Williams Communication v. City of Riverside, supra, 114 Cal.App.4th at p. 653.) It did
so in the context of enacting AB 57 in October 2015. AB 57 is codified as Government
Code section 65964.1. Under section 65964.1, if a local government fails to act on an
application for a permit to construct a wireless telecommunications facility within the
prescribed Shot Clock timeframes (150 days for a stand-alone site and 90 days for a
collocation site), the application is deemed approved by operation of law. When it
enacted section 65964.1, the Legislature observed that:
The Legislature finds and declares that a wireless
telecommunications facility has a significant economic
impact in California and is not a municipal affair as that term
is used in Section 5 of Article XI of the California
Constitution, but is a matter of statewide concern.
(Gov. Code, § 65964.1, subd. (c).)

8

The three nodes sited on Town-owned property are the sole exception to this. Those sites were
requested by the Town in furtherance of achieving better aesthetic values.
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6.

A DENIAL OF THE PROJECT WOULD RESULT IN A VIOLATION OF THE
TELECOM ACT’S PROHIBITION OF SERVICE PROVISION.

As noted above, section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) of the federal Telecom Act bars local
governmental decisions from precluding the provision of wireless services:
The regulation of the placement, construction, and
modification of personal wireless service facilities by any
State or local government or instrumentality thereof—
***
(II) shall not prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the
provision of personal wireless services.
(47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II).) As noted above, the “materially inhibit” standard
applies to determine whether a prohibition of service has occurred under this section.
The Ninth Circuit’s earlier “significant gap/least intrusive means” test has been
supplanted by the materially inhibit standard. Nevertheless, this Project passes muster
under either test. T-Mobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of Anacortes (9th Cir. 2009) 572 F.3d
987, set forth the prior two-step analysis for determining whether a local government’s
denial has the effect of prohibiting the provision of wireless telecommunications services
in violation of Section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. In the
first step, the applicant must make a showing of a “significant gap” in service. (Id. at p.
995.) In the second step, the applicant must demonstrate it has selected the “least
intrusive means” to fill that gap in service. (Ibid.)
As noted above, the 2018 FCC Small Cell Order clarified that local government’s
denial or regulation of the Project effectively prohibits service in accordance with
sections 253 of the Telecoms Act if it “materially limits or inhibits the ability of any
competitor or potential competitor to compete in a fair and a balanced legal and
regulatory environment.” (Small Cell Order, ¶ 35.) Put another way, an applicant need
not prove an actual prohibition to establish preemption of a local action or policy.
(City of Portland, supra, 969 F.3d at p. 1034.) The City of Portland court held that the
FCC’s application of its standard in the Small Cell Order was consistent with the Ninth
Circuit’s seminal holding in Sprint Telephony PCS, L.P. v. County of San Diego (2008)
543 F.3d 571. (City of Portland, supra, 969 F.3d at pp. 1034-1035.) Each prong of the
Prohibition of Service provision nevertheless is addressed below and the Project meets
the standards set forth therein. As such, any denial of the Project would materially
inhibit Crown Castle’s ability as a wireless service provider to provide effective service.
A.

A Significant Gap in Service Exists at the Project Site.
(1)

What Is a Significant Gap?

“Significant Gap” is a legal term of art developed by the courts that guided a
determination of whether a local government’s decision on an application prohibits a
carrier or other wireless infrastructure developer from providing service under the
standard superseded by the Small Cell Order and the City of Portland decision. (See,
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e.g., T-Mobile USA, Inc. v. City of Anacortes, supra, 572 F.3d at p. 995.) Under that
standard, “a locality could violate the [Telecom Act’s] effective prohibition clause if it
prevented a wireless provider from closing a ‘significant gap’ in service coverage.” (Id.,
at p. 995; MetroPCS, Inc. v. City of San Francisco (9th Cir., 2005) 400 F.3d 715, 731.)
Significant gap is “a contextual term that must take into consideration the
purposes of the Telecommunications Act itself.” (T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun
County Bd. of Supervisors (4th Cir. 2014) 748 F.3d 185, 198.). Among the goals of the
Telecom Act are to “promote competition,” “secure . . . higher quality services for
American telecommunications consumers,” and “encourage the rapid deployment of
new telecommunications technologies.” (Ibid.) Significant gap therefore is a fluid term
that invariably rests on a fact-intensive analysis. The interpretation of the term must
progress with the rapid development of wireless broadband technologies in order to
advance the larger goals of the Telecom Act to “encourage the rapid deployment of new
telecommunications technologies.” On that basis, the courts have counseled against
“mechanical” or fixed formulas that become outdated and therefore impede
technological advancement. (See, e.g., see T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Fairfax Cnty.
Bd. of Supervisors (4th Cir., 2012) 672 F.3d 259, 267 [“reviewing courts should not be
constrained by any specific formulation, but should conduct a fact-based analysis of the
record, as contemplated by the [Telecom Act].”].) As the Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals noted:
The technology of 10 years ago may have only supported
wireless service that had substantial gaps in coverage and
high dropped call rates. But the technology of today
supports increased wireless coverage with reduced rates of
dropped calls. On this trajectory, the technology of tomorrow
may support 100% coverage with no dropped calls, and the
focus may instead be on subtler issues about the nature and
strength of signals for particular uses. The [TCA] clearly
intends to encourage this technological development and, to
that end, to protect such development from interference from
state and local governments when approving the design and
location of facilities. This is manifested in § 332(c)(7)(B).
Thus, in construing the level of service protected by §
332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II), we must take a contextual approach and
cannot rely on any specific formula.
(T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Bd. of Supervisors, supra, 748 F.3d at p.
198.)
In keeping with the principle of cutting-edge concepts of what constitutes a
“significant gap,” the courts have upheld the use of in-building minimum standards as a
proper benchmark for determining whether a significant gap in coverage exists. (See,
e.g., MetroPCS Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco (N.D.Cal. 2006) 2006 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 43985 [“careful reading of existing cases that contain a significant gap
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analysis persuades the court that any analysis should include consideration of a
wireless carrier’s in-building coverage.”]; see also, AT&T Mobility Servs., LLC v. Vill. of
Corrales (10th Cir., 2016) 642 Fed. Appx. 886, 891.)
Moreover, it is important to note that a telephone network may reveal adequate
“coverage” but inadequate “capacity.” (See Small Cell Order, ¶ 37; see Discussion,
supra, Part 2 B. (5).) The distinction between coverage and capacity may be better
understood in terms of transportation infrastructure. A two-lane road may provide
“coverage,” but once that two-lane road experiences high-levels of urban rush-hour
traffic, coverage becomes irrelevant, since the road does not have sufficient “capacity”
to handle the higher traffic volumes. In other words, a network may have adequate
coverage, but inadequate capacity, which results in the same problem: an
impermissibly high level of dropped and blocked calls.
The need to fill the existing significant coverage gap to a level that allows
adequate in-building coverage and to address growing capacity demands is
underscored by the greater numbers of customers dropping their landlines and relying
solely on wireless telecommunications for their phone service. (See Discussion, supra,
Part 1 B.) Determining what constitutes a “significant gap” therefore must incorporate
metrics that are based -- not just on basic cell phone coverage -- but also on network
capacity for advanced communications technologies. As more Americans depend on
wireless communications technologies and smartphones, reliable network capacity and
in-building coverage are critical. These are some of the reasons courts now recognize
that a “significant gap” can exist on the basis of capacity needs and inadequate inbuilding coverage. (See, e.g., MetroPCS Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco,
supra, U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43985; T-Mobile Central, LLC v. Unified Government of
Wyandotte County (D.Kans. 2007) 528 F.Supp.2d 1128.)
Wireless telecommunications are the primary mode of communication for
Americans in the twenty-first century. That fact is amply demonstrated by the latest
surveys in the industry, which reveal that over 60 percent of American homes rely
wholly on wireless devices. With the recent COVID-19 pandemic, this number has only
increased. The marginal service currently at the Project site is inadequate to sustain
current -- and future -- communications technologies and demands. In a recent report,
the “National 911 Program,” which is an office housed within the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, found that “76 percent of consumers are using cellular
phones to make calls to 911 while 21 percent are using wireline phones.” On that
ground alone, this is a matter of health, safety and welfare for the residents and visitors
of the Town. Notably, 911 service over systems like this is not just limited to Verizon
users -- the networks carries 911 calls of any mobile user.
(2)

Data Support a Significant Gap at the Project Site.

Applying the above principles to the Project, data reveal that the project service
area has insufficient signal strength to address statistical projections of data demand.
Verizon, the carrier which will provide service from the Project, conducted a radio
frequency (“RF”) propagation study of the Project on a network-wide basis. (See Crown
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Castle RF Justification-Verizon Existing/Proposed Coverage Propagation Maps,
Network-wide attached as Exhibit 3.) Exhibit 3 identifies levels of service in terms of
the following criteria:

(a)

No Coverage (No Color / Not Defined) (>-110 dBm);

(b)

Weak Signal Level – Outdoor Only (Red) (>-105 dBm);

(c)

Better Signal Level – In Car Only (Yellow) (>-95 dBm);

(d)

Acceptable Signal Level – Indoor (Green) (>-85 dBm).

Each level is characterized by a minimum signal level. The key to coverage is
having a signal level strong-enough to allow customers to maintain contact with the
network so they can make and maintain calls. Signal level, the strength of the radio
signal customers’ devices receive, is measured in negative decibels per milliwatt
(“dBm”). The larger the negative dBm number, the weaker the coverage. For example,
a signal strength of -100 dBm is weaker than a signal strength of -80 dBm.
A minimum signal level of -85 dBM (green) is the industry standard required for
adequate in-building coverage. As noted, the courts have upheld the use of in-building
minimum standards as a proper benchmark for determining whether a significant gap in
coverage exists. (See, e.g., Verizon Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco (N.D.Cal.
2006) 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43985 [“careful reading of existing cases that contain a
significant gap analysis persuades the court that any analysis should include
consideration of a wireless carrier’s in-building coverage.”].) Generally, there is a direct
correlation between the height of the antenna and the strength of the service. In this
case, Crown Castle’s design seeks to strike a balance between service penetration and
antenna height by targeting a minimum service level of -85 dBm, which is sufficiently
powerful to reach indoor users while avoiding poles that may be too obtrusive.
Exhibit 3 presents the Verizon signal propagation maps on a network-wide basis.
It demonstrates that the existing coverage varies from -105 to no coverage at 2100
MHz, 1900 MHz, and 700 MHz respectively. Exhibit 3 establishes that, once the Project
is up and on-air, coverage and capacity problems will be addressed.
In the existing condition, with dBm levels ranging from -105 and below, users in
the service area will experience an increasingly higher percentage of blocked and
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dropped calls for outside use, with a commensurate decline in signal strength as one
moves toward the inside of existing buildings and homes. As more and more users
connect to the network, the number of dropped and blocked calls will increase, since
more users results in more demand on the network and resultant capacity problems.
The lack of a dominant signal could also result in an inability to be located in the event
of a 911 emergency. In short, there is a serious coverage and capacity deficit within the
service radius of the Project site.
The Project will provide sufficient signal strength to ensure not only adequate
signal for mobile and outdoor users, but reliable in-building coverage for all those
customers who may seek to abandon their home landlines. The Project also will add
sufficient capacity to address new data demands from smartphones and tablets.
Wireless customers must be able to count on a level of service commensurate with that
once provided by their dropped landlines. Such considerations are relevant -- if not
critical -- to a determination of significant gap. (See, e.g., T-Mobile Central LLC v. City
of Fraser (E.D. Mich. 2009) 675 F.Supp.2d 721 [considering failure rate of 911
emergency calls].)
B.

Crown Castle Has Demonstrated that It Has Chosen the Least
Intrusive Means to Fill the Significant Gap in Service.

To establish least intrusive means, the applicant establishes a “prima facie
showing of effective prohibition by submitting a comprehensive application, which
includes consideration of alternatives, showing that the proposed [wireless
communications facility] is the least intrusive means of filling a significant gap.” (TMobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of Anacortes, supra, 572 F.3f at p 995.) After that, burden
shifts to the local government: “when a locality rejects a prima facie showing, it must
show that there are some potentially available and technologically feasible alternatives.”
(Id. at p. 998.) The court further explained that the applicant then has an opportunity to
“dispute the availability and feasibility of the alternatives favored by the locality.” (Ibid.)
Because Crown Castle is a CLEC entitled to construct its facilities in the ROW
under Public Utilities Code section 7901, its small-cell and DAS networks are inherently
ROW systems. On that basis, Crown Castle examined those alternatives available to it
in the ROW, not private property sites or other locations outside the ROW. The analysis
below demonstrates why the Project qualifies as the “least intrusive means” of filling the
significant gap in service.
(1)

Height and Location of the Project.

The location of each node is driven by RF propagation needs. Each node must
be located within the relatively small RF objective polygon (search ring) in order to
achieve its propagation objective. Because this is a small cell network with small-scale,
low power equipment, each RF propagation polygon is relatively small, sometimes
covering only a few blocks in any one direction. Accordingly, a node cannot be moved
too far from its primary site location, otherwise the RF coverage objective will not be
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met. Moreover, each node is dependent location-wise on the other to relay signal from
one node to the other and thereby create a viable network on a citywide basis.
Accordingly, the antenna heights and location of the Project nodes were chosen
to provide the minimum signal level needed to meet critical coverage and capacity
needs in the service area. Despite the technical limitations of a low-profile, small-cell
system, Crown Castle seeks to maximize the coverage of each node location, since
maximization of the node performance equates to a lower overall number of facilities
and a less intrusive system. Accordingly, the Project location was chosen to provide an
effective relay of signal from adjacent sites, so that ubiquitous coverage of the minimum
signal level is provided throughout the service area with the minimum number of
facilities. The selected locations maximize the RF coverage of the Project and minimize
interference/overlap with the other facilities, resulting in a lower overall number of
facilities and a less intrusive system. The ROW is ideal for the Project from an aesthetic
standpoint because the ROW is an area already impacted with utilities and similar
features typical of developed roadways.
The proposed sites were selected based on a balance between minimizing visual
intrusion to the extent feasible and achieving the required RF service objective.
Importantly, the currently proposed node locations and designs were identified after
exhausting other possible locations in the relatively small DAS coverage area. (See,
e.g., Exhibit 4, [alternatives analysis, H31m2.) To the extent that the significant
gap/least intrusive means criteria were applicable, Crown Castle satisfied its burden of
proof under the burden-shifting process established by T-Mobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of
Anacortes. That conclusion is underscored by the fact that it developed its proposed
sites and designs with the input of -- and in full collaboration with -- Town staff.
(2)

To the Extent the Proposed Facilities Do Not Comply with the
Town’s WCF Design Criteria, they Are Either Preempted or an
Exception is Warranted.

The Town contends that the Steel Pole Nodes are inconsistent with the following
Town policies (Town Policy No. 19-01) (“Policy”):


Policy, C3: The height exceeds the overall height limit of 32 feet. Also the
base enclosure exceeds the 24 inch limit for width.



Policy, E7: To the extent that it applies (that is, if an exception is not
warranted under C.3 or G.4) the accessory equipment installed
aboveground cumulatively exceeds nine cubic feet in volume.



Policy, E9: The WCFs all propose to use a separate ground-mounted
electric meter pedestal.



Policy, E10: One of the WCFs, H07, will displace landscaping, though
minimal.



Policy, G4: Similar to C3, the equipment shrouds at the base of the pole
exceed 24 inches wide on any side.
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Policy, E1: The proposed WCFs identified as H08, H19 and H31 are all
located in areas where “substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet
from the site are already located underground” but they do not propose to
place the equipment other than antennas underground.

Crown Castle contends that the above policies are unreasonable as a matter of
law and inherently result in a prohibition of services, as they are infeasible to implement.
(See City of Portland, supra, 969 F.3d at pp. 1041-1042.) For example, the Policy
requires undergrounding within 1,500 feet of undergrounded utilities. Undergrounding
would require extensive excavation to install a cement equipment vault of approximately
20 feet by five feet in dimension. Such an excavation would invariably lead to impacts
to tree root systems and roads and would disrupt the use of the ROW. If an
underground vault were deployed for the Steel Pole Nodes, it would require active
cooling fans and sump pumps, which would violate the Town’s noise ordinance, as that
ordinance features a zero standard for discretionary outdoor noise. (See HMC, ch.
8.32.) The design and size of pedestal bases proposed were fully vetted with the Town;
it was demonstrated that the dimensions are the minimum necessary to house the
required RRUs delivering the three bands of service. The Policy’s maximum cubic
volume and dimensions for aboveground cabinets are unrealistic, and likely formulated
without input from industry stakeholders. The proposed dimensions for the pedestal
bases for the Steel Pole Nodes are the minimum feasible to house the required RRUs
without giving rise to excessive thermal loading that would require active cooling
devices. Regarding the separate meter pedestal, PG&E requires separate meter
pedestals for customer-owned poles. Meter height requirements also prohibit
integration of the meters into the pedestal base; nor could meters be feasibly
incorporated into the base unit for the thermal load and fitment/space reasons described
above. For those reasons, meters must be ground-mounted separately. Finally, the
antenna height (35 feet) is the minimum necessary to achieve the RF objectives due to
foliage obstructions. With respect to landscaping displacement, reasonable and
feasible mitigation can be made a condition of approval. For the above reasons, the
Policy provisions cited are either void as infeasible or require a proper exception under
the Policy provisions.
(3)

Small Cells and DAS as Least Intrusive Means Technology, by
Design.

Even apart from the careful siting of the facilities that are part of a small cells or
DAS system, the technological configuration of small cells and DAS nodes is inherently
minimally intrusive by design. Small cells and DAS were developed as a smaller-scale
solution to the larger macro-site or cell tower. It therefore represents a significant
technological advance in the development of reduced- profile wireless transmission
devices. The nodes are designed to be smaller scale and lower power to allow them to
integrate more easily into their surroundings and thereby render them less aesthetically
intrusive. While it is impossible to make the facilities invisible, each facility has been
designed to blend with existing features in the road to the extent feasible.
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Crown Castle’s small cell network qualifies as the “least intrusive means” of filling
the identified significant gap for the following reasons, among others:
(a)

Crown Castle small cells utilize the latest in wireless infrastructure
technology, incorporating smaller, low-power facilities instead of using
larger -- and sometimes more obtrusive -- cell towers;

(b)

Crown Castle small cells utilize the ROW, thereby avoiding intrusions into
private property or undeveloped sensitive resource areas;

(c)

Crown Castle small cells allow for collocation by multiple carriers, thereby
avoiding proliferation of nodes;

(d)

Crown Castle small cells strike a balance between antenna height and
coverage in order to minimize visual impacts;

(e)

Crown Castle small cells are carefully spaced to effectively relay signal
with a minimum of facilities; and

(f)

Crown Castle small cells utilize existing vertical elements in the ROW,
such as utility poles, or slim-profile new poles, thereby minimizing
intrusions into the ROW.

In summary, given the demonstrable gap in service and the proposal of the least
intrusive means of filling that gap in service, denial of the Applications would not only
violate section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II), but also would give rise to a claim that the Town’s
wireless ordinance is preempted and void as a matter of law under section 253(c).
(Small Cell Order, ¶ 37.)
7.

THE CITY SHOULD NOT BASE ITS DECISION ON THE GROUNDS OF
PERCEIVED HEALTH AFFECTS OF RF EMISSIONS.

The FCC has preempted the field of compliance with RF emission standards.
(City of Rancho Palo Verdes v. Abrams (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 367, 376.) Moreover,
as noted above, section 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) of the Telecom Act preempts local and state
governments from regulating the siting of wireless telecommunications facilities on the
basis of the perceived health effects of RF emissions. The City Council therefore must
set aside any testimony and concerns that arise from perceived health effects of RF
emissions.
Nevertheless, the Project, and all equipment associated with the Project,
complies with all applicable FCC RF emission standards. Finally, the courts have
spoken on the issue of property values and have concluded that property values often
serve as a proxy for basing the regulation of the siting of wireless facilities on
impermissible RF health concerns. (See Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town of Oyster Bay
(2nd Cir. 1999) 166 F.3d 490, 496-497 [striking concerns of declining property values as
“actually a proxy for the impermissible ground of environmental effects”]; AT&T Wireless
Services of California, L.L.C. v. City of Carlsbad (S.D. Cal. 2003) 308 F.Supp.2d 1148,
1161 [declining property values due to perceived health effect not a proper basis for
denial].)
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8.

CONCLUSION.

We respectfully request that the City Council approve the Project. Crown Castle
representatives will be on hand to answer any questions about the Project and this
letter.
Very truly yours,

Michael W. Shonafelt
MWS
Enclosures
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EXHIBIT 1

EXHIBIT 2

H05m2

EXHIBIT 3

05/12/21

VERIZON HILLSBOROUGH
Nodes: 13 Nodes
Frequency: 700 MHz
Exhibits: 6.00, 6.01, 6.02, 6.03 and 6.04

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

1

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.00:
Radio Frequency Maps
Exhibit 6.01:
For the radio frequency maps required here, the following mandatory requirements apply:
a. The size of each submitted map must be no smaller than 11” by 8.5.” Each map must be of the same
physical size and map area scale. Each map must use the same base map (i.e., same streets and
legends shown on all).
b. If the FCC rules for any proposed radio service defines a minimum radio frequency signal level that
level must be shown on the map in a color easily distinguishable from the base paper or transparency
layer, and adequately identified by RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend. If no minimum
signal level is defined by the FCC rules you must indicate that in the legend of each RF coverage map.
You may show other RF signal level(s) on the map so long as they are adequately identified by
objective RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

2

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.02:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the existing RF coverage within the
Town on the Applicant’s same network, if any (if no existing coverage, so state). This map should not
depict any RF coverage to be provided by the Project. Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.02.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

3

EXISTING 700 COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

4

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.03:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be provided only
by the Project. This map should not depict any RF coverage provided any other existing or proposed
wireless sites. Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.03.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

5

PROPOSED 700 COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

6

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.04:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be provided by the
Project and by all other existing wireless sites on the same network should the Project site be activated.
Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.04.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

7

FUTURE 700 COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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05/12/21

VERIZON HILLSBOROUGH
Nodes: 13 Nodes
Frequency: 1900 MHz
Exhibits: 6.00, 6.01, 6.02, 6.03 and 6.04

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

1

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.00:
Radio Frequency Maps
Exhibit 6.01:
For the radio frequency maps required here, the following mandatory requirements apply:
a. The size of each submitted map must be no smaller than 11” by 8.5.” Each map must be of the same
physical size and map area scale. Each map must use the same base map (i.e., same streets and
legends shown on all).
b. If the FCC rules for any proposed radio service defines a minimum radio frequency signal level that
level must be shown on the map in a color easily distinguishable from the base paper or transparency
layer, and adequately identified by RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend. If no minimum
signal level is defined by the FCC rules you must indicate that in the legend of each RF coverage map.
You may show other RF signal level(s) on the map so long as they are adequately identified by
objective RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

2

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.02:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the existing RF coverage within the
Town on the Applicant’s same network, if any (if no existing coverage, so state). This map should not
depict any RF coverage to be provided by the Project. Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.02.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

3

EXISTING PCS COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.03:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be provided only
by the Project. This map should not depict any RF coverage provided any other existing or proposed
wireless sites. Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.03.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

5

PROPOSED PCS COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.04:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be provided by the
Project and by all other existing wireless sites on the same network should the Project site be activated.
Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.04.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

7

FUTURE PCS COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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VERIZON HILLSBOROUGH
Nodes: 13 Nodes
Frequency: 2100 MHz
Exhibits: 6.00, 6.01, 6.02, 6.03 and 6.04

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.00:
Radio Frequency Maps
Exhibit 6.01:
For the radio frequency maps required here, the following mandatory requirements apply:
a. The size of each submitted map must be no smaller than 11” by 8.5.” Each map must be of the same
physical size and map area scale. Each map must use the same base map (i.e., same streets and
legends shown on all).
b. If the FCC rules for any proposed radio service defines a minimum radio frequency signal level that
level must be shown on the map in a color easily distinguishable from the base paper or transparency
layer, and adequately identified by RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend. If no minimum
signal level is defined by the FCC rules you must indicate that in the legend of each RF coverage map.
You may show other RF signal level(s) on the map so long as they are adequately identified by
objective RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

2

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.02:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the existing RF coverage within the
Town on the Applicant’s same network, if any (if no existing coverage, so state). This map should not
depict any RF coverage to be provided by the Project. Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.02.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

3

EXISTING AWS COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

4

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.03:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be provided only
by the Project. This map should not depict any RF coverage provided any other existing or proposed
wireless sites. Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.03.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

5

PROPOSED AWS COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

6

Hillsborough - 13 Nodes
Exhibit 6.04:
Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be provided by the
Project and by all other existing wireless sites on the same network should the Project site be activated.
Designate this Exhibit “Exhibit 6.04.”

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

7

FUTURE AWS COVERAGE

No minimum signal level
defined by the FCC
rules

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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EXHIBIT 4

Exhibit 9.06
Alternative Site Analysis
H31m2
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Alternative Locations for H31m2
Satellite Image
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Hillsborough

Alternative Locations for H31m2
ESRI Street Image
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Hillsborough

Alternative Locations for H31m2

Node

Latitude

Longitude

H31m2

37.556445

-122.368700

Proposed Node

-122.369032

Viable location meets the coverage objective. New
steel pole in public ROW. Does not meet design
standards due to proximity to intersection.

H31 (ASA 1)

37.556155

Description

H31m1 (ASA 2)

37.556261

-122.368960

Viable location meets the coverage objective. New
steel pole in public ROW. Does not meet design
standards due to proximity to intersection.

H31m5 (ASA 3)

37.556201

-122.369103

Viable location meets the coverage objective. New
steel pole in public ROW.
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